
 

EUROPALMS Silhouette Metal Zombie Man, 135cm
Zombie silhouette man as eye catcher in the garden

Art. No.: 83505105
GTIN: 4026397618440

List price: 47.48 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397618440

Weight: 5,20 kg

Length: 1.42 m

Width: 0.66 m

Heigth: 0.04 m

Bulky product

Description:

Are you planning a motto- or Halloween party and looking for a matching highlight for the
appropriate scary atmosphere? With the metal silhouettes of Europalms you set accents or
create a complete horror scenery that will inspire your guests.
The 135 cm high silhouette represents a male zombie with shredded garments. The undead
gives the impression of having risen directly from his grave in order to approach his victims
staggeringly. His extended arms can grab at any moment. Be careful not to get too close to him!
Determine the creep factor yourself by increasing the creepy effect with indirect lighting or the
use of a fog machine.
In the scope of supply there are 11 cm long earth spikes made of metal included, which can be
screwed on with few handles. Thus nothing stands in the way of outdoor use in your garden or
front garden.

Features:

- Easy to assemble
- The article is delivered dismantled
- Suitable for outdoor use
 Package contents
- 1 x mounting material

Technical specifications:

Setup: Easy to assemble

Season: Halloween

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn83505105.html


Dimensions: Width: 60 cm

 Height: 1,35 m

Weight: 3,20 kg
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